NAMES: CALEB DANIELS AND WADE FLETCHER
TITLE: JOSH BOYD
LINK TO VIDEO:https://youtu.be/dApw0Mw7GFs
TIMECODE

VISUALS

AUDIO

0.00-0.0
1

Wide shot of man bounce
passing a basketball to his
teammate in a pickup game.

Natural Sound of court noises with
people playing basketball.

0.01-0.0
3

Medium shot of player walking
down the court.

Natural Sound of court noises with
people playing basketball.

0.03-0.0
4

Medium shot of player sitting
down, while holding a
basketball under his arm.

Natural Sound of court noises with
people playing basketball.
“If you asked a star”

0.04-0.0
6

Wide shot of player running
with the ball dribbling down
the court

Natural Sound of court noises with
people playing basketball.
“...high school football what his
most important game was,”

0.06-0.0
7

Medium shot of people sitting
down in the bleachers.

Natural Sound of court noises with
people playing basketball.
“...you would”

0.07-0.0
9

Wide shot of player shooting a Natural Sound of court noises with
basketball.
people playing basketball.
“probably expect a championship.”

0.09-0.1
6

Medium Stand Up shot of RNE-TV “But it was here, at Sonny’s
LIVE reporter, Caleb Daniels
Sportsplex where RNE football
while holding a basketball.
quarterback, Josh Boyd, played a
pickup game that changed his
life.”

0.16-0.1
8

Wide shot of the Columbia Fire
Department, Dentsville
Station.

0.18-0.2
0

Medium shot of three
firefighters, one dribbling
with a basketball.

“Columbia Firefighter, Kareem
Spain”

0.20-0.2
1

Medium shot of Firefighter
shoot a jump shot.

“...was there playing with Josh.

0.21-0.2

Medium shot of Firetruck.

“We got off from work”

0.23-0.2
5

Interview shot of Columbia
Firefighter, Kareem Spain.

“...and like a normal day”

0.25-0.2
6

Medium shot of a firefighter
shooting a shot.

“...we would go play basketball.
After about four”

0.26-0.3
0

Medium shot of Firefighter
running a basketball across
his arms.

“...games, that's when Josh and
his friends came into the gym.”

0.30-0.3
2

Wide shot of 3 firefighters,
with Spain shooting a jump
shot.

“We played with them kind of
laughing, joking”

0.32-0.3
6

Interview shot with Spain.

“...and then probably about ten
minutes into the game Josh went
down.”

0.36-0.3
9

Stand Up shot of Caleb.

“ Josh was suffering from an
enlarged heart,”

0.39-0.4
2

Profile shot of Caleb lifting
up the smaller volleyball.

“...a normal heart, looks like
this.”

0.42-0.4
8

Shot of Caleb holding up
larger basketball, with the
the volleyball in the other
hand.

“However, Josh’s heart looks like
this. As a result Josh suffered
from a heart attack running down
the court.”

0.48-0.5
3

Interview shot of Josh Boyd.

“ I shot the ball and I was
running back, I had collapsed on
the floor.”

0.53-1.0
2

Interview shot of Spain.

“So we started assessing the
patient,checking his air way,
checking his pulse- making sure he
had all that stuff and from there
we started providing patient
care.”

1.02-1.0
6

Ken burns crop of a South
Carolina Map focusing on
Columbia and Charleston.

“Josh was flown to MUSC for Open
Heart Surgery,”

1.06-1.0

Picture of the banner made by

“But while he was in the hospital,

9

South Pointe supporting Josh.

something special was happening in
Columbia.”

1.09-1.1
9

Interview shot of Ella Rayl.

“ If something like that happend
to me, like I’ve been in the
hospital before, I know like how
expensive hospital bills are. And
if something like that had
happened to me, I would have
wanted someone to to that for my
mom.”

1.19-1.2
5

Screenshot of the GoFundMe
campaign that was started for
Josh, totaling $4,148.

“Ella Started A GoFundME campaign
raising over $4,000 for his
medical expenses.”

1.25-1.3
9

Interview shot of Aleyse
Scarborough.

“Just knowing that something that
terrible would happen to someone
like that just like really hits
you hard. SO donating, if they
feel like it’s the only thing they
can do,they will because they want
to help as much as they can.”

1.39-1.4
6

Medium shot of Josh receiving
Natural sound of Josh and his
a check from the head football parents interacting with the York
coach at York High School.
football coach and the stadium
announcer speaking about the
fundraiser.
“Additionally, the york football
team raised another $4,000 for
Josh”

1.46-1.5
6

Interview shot of Boyd.

“ I was just thankful, because
when I got home there was a lot of
support. Like a lot of calls, a
lot of letters,a lot of money
raised by schools and communities.
I was very happy.”

1.56-2.0
1

Medium of Josh speaking and
interacting with the Columbia
firefighters at the football
game.

“Josh says that he and the men who
saved his life have stayed in
touch since the incident.”

2.01-2.0

Interview shot of Boyd.

“ Their being very supportive “.

3
2.03-2.0
9

Wide shot zooming in of Josh
taking pictures with his
family and the firefighters.

“...I call them all the time,
check on them and they check on me
to see how it’s going.”

2.09-2.2
5

Interview shot of Spain.

“Well I like to believe that God
saved his life. I just like to
believe that we were there to be
able to assist him and we used our
training that we were taught to
help him in that situation. But as
far as life saving that belongs to
God.”

2.25-2.3
0

Picture of Josh playing
basketball on the RNE team.

“Even though this has been a
setback, Josh still plans to
pursue ambitions outside of
athletics.”

2.30-2.4
2

Interview shot of Boyd.

“I plan to go to a medical school,
like USC or another school. I
really don’t wanna be home when I
go to school, but I plan to go to
college and get my degree,(to) be
something in the future.”

2.42-2.4
8

Medium shot of Josh and his
family receiving a check from
the York football coach.

“Even with the adversity Josh has
faced, support from his community
and his strong ambition is helping
him “

2.48-2.5
2

Medium shot zooming in of Josh “...change his life for the
waving and receiving applause
better. Reporting for RNE-TV Live,
from the firefighters behind
I’m Caleb Daniels.”
him.
Fade to black

